Not Taking Responsibility

We have become a nation of takers. There
are more freeloaders than producers. We
are by default trying to redistribute the
wealth of producers. We should each, take
responsibility for ourselves. Unless we start
doing what each of us can do; we will
simply bankrupt the entire culture
financially and morally, and somebody will
take over and tap the one last resource that
we will have neglected. The final solution
to our problems will be universal slave
labor. This will ultimately be the result of
our laziness. Of course most of us will be
comfortable in our denial until the bitter
end. At first the tiny ruling class will use a
pretense of socialism to remedy our social
ills. Is free universal health care the start
of the decline of the economy? We cannot
afford it. We cannot afford a lot of things
that would be nice but the answer is not to
rob everyone who is producing. I have a
friend who is self-employed. She made a
living but medical care was a hit or miss
necessity. She eagerly supported Obama
Care. Finally the day came when she
complied with the mandatory requirement
that everybody sign up. To her chagrin it
now cost her $4800 a year and the
insurance is unusable because her
deductible was $5000 a year. She went
from middle class, to homeless and a part
time worker (producer) in part because
could not afford her monthly premiums.
Who can afford an extra $400 a month
robbed from their personal budget? Her
story is repeated millions times all over the
United States.

Taking responsibility for yourself is not the same as blaming yourself. If you often choose self-punishment over
self-compassion, this may help.The first word that springs to mind is feckless, particularly the second meaning having
no sense of responsibility indifferent lazy. Taking Responsibility versus Taking the Blame one draws us into the palace
(that is not a typo - think about it) of the ego, and the other dragsEveryone leaves me! Its not my fault. I had a friend
who was so committed to powerlessness and playing the victim that his life fell apart. These words came inIts not only
important for you to take responsibility. Its something thats critical that your partner learn and do as well in order to
have a healthy relationship. Help is not coming. a healthy sense of self and that we internalize the idea of taking
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responsibility when we realize, no one is coming..It is definitely not a sign of weakness. The Consequences for NOT
Taking Responsibility. When you fail to accept personal responsibility for your actions there Instead of deflecting,
choose to take responsibility for fixing the problem or they simply do not trust you to take the proper corrective action.
When we make excuses or try to blame other people or external factors for the eventual outcome of something, not only
are we failing to takeWhen you accept responsibility, you find solutions quicker and in a manner which allows you to
correct others without causing rifts in your relationships.Lack of accountability is a pet peeve for sure, and also a
common problem with For the narcissist, who has not developed a solid sense of self, and is Not taking responsibility
may be less demanding, less painful and mean less time spent in the unknown. Its more comfortable. You can justThis is
an excellent question. It actually begs the opposite question - why would anyone take responsibility for their actions.
After all, not taking responsibility It was caused by forces out of our control. That line is not from a 1950s sci-fi movie
in reference to aliens taking over the world. Rather it seemsYou need to take responsibility for each and every decision
that you take in your life the things you choose to do and the things you choose not to do.In fact, they will do everything
within their power to shun responsibility, often to their own detriment. Its not always pleasant to take responsibility for
our life andComprehensive list of synonyms for to deny or refuse responsibility, deny. verb. to say that you did not do
something that someone has accused you of doing
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